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FORWARD BY THE HEAD Of MASHAV
Gil Haskel
Since the early days of mankind, food served as a platform for
connecting people – individuals and communities alike. Cooking
and eating together was, and still is, a means of not only exhibiting
a precious piece of our own culture and history, but also, one of the
best mediums of getting acquainted with others.
Cooking is sharing. We cook for our family, our friends, carrying on
traditions and creating memories.

stamp “Incoming cable, classified.” The National Archives assured
this is ‘an optical illusion,’ created when the recipe was photocopied
on top of other, unrelated, documents…
Later on, as Prime Minister, Golda Meir convened at her home a
forum known as “Golda’s kitchen,” where she would host and cook
for senior members of her cabinet, and where crucial decisions
were reached over a bowl of chicken soup, fine gefilte fish and
strong Turkish coffee.
I hope you enjoy these lovingly compiled recipes from all corners
of the globe. Each dish is a glimpse into a unique world of tastes,
smells, flavors and colors, that all together, form the bonds between
cultures and communities which are the essence and backbone of
this great international family of MASHAV.

Some years ago, Israel’s National Archive, released to the public a
chicken soup recipe of Golda Meir, Israel’s former Foreign Minister
and founder of MASHAV. The typed one-page recipe, which calls for
chicken, parsley, celery, carrots, onions, a pinch of paprika, salt and
pepper, appears on a page of what appears to be Foreign Ministryheaded paper and looks as if it’s marked as “secret”, bearing the
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COOKING WITH GOLDA
MASHAV

The People and the recipes

Every year since its establishment in 1958 by Former
Prime Minister, then Foreign Minister Golda Meir,
MASHAV brings together thousands of people from
around the world to share knowledge and experience.

In this unique volume, Mashav’s participants from around the
globe share their recipes of home cooked soup and bread with a
personal note about their experience in Israel and their efforts to
make a better world.
Each recipe is a world of flavors, and we invite you to explore these
delicious colorful international recipes.

Global Developm
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GOLDA'S CHICKEN SOUP
Prime Minister of Israel 1969-1974

Original paper from Golda's office
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BELARUS

Yuliya Malkova
Supporting Women’s Entrepreneurship Through the Use of
Information and Communication
Technologies, 2017
Motto: Do what you can, with what you have, wherever you are
Biggest impression from the course – The entrepreneurial
spirit of Israel
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BELARUSIAN BREAD
Yuliya Malkova
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

Ingredients for 1 loaf:

Put the leaven in a basin; add warm water, and half of
the amount of rye flour plus wheat flour. Mix well.
Cover the dough with a napkin and put it in a warm
place for 2-4 hours, depending on the temperature. The
dough should double in size. Add the second half of
the rye flour and knead the dough thoroughly. Keep a
piece of dough in the refrigerator as a leaven for further
use. Add salt, onions, garlic, and spices for your taste,
mix well. Spread the dough out into oiled baking pans,
filling them up about 2/3. Cover them with a napkin and
put them in a warm place. The dough should rise up to
the brim. Put the pans in the oven for 15 minutes at a
temperature of 200 degrees Celsius. Then lower the
heat to 180 and bake for 1 hour 15 minutes. Put the
baked bread on a clean towel and cover it from the top
until it cools down.

Leaven (yeast) - 9 tablespoons
Warm water-500 ml
Rye flour-3 cups
Wheat flour - 3 tablespoons
Spices to taste.
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CAMBODIA
Chanmakara Prum

Name of Course: Early Childhood Education for Children
with Special Need
Year of Participant: 2017
My mission in life is working in Early Childhood Education
My experience in Israel/MCTC/Haifa was very good – I
made many friends, and we shared experiences from all
of our different countries. We all shared with each other
many different things: religion, culture, work experience
and knowledge. The course gave me the opportunity to
learn from the Israeli experience as well – and I was able
to take back Israel’s experience to my country and share it
with my department to help the children in my country.
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BEEF SOUP (STEW)
Chanmakara Prum
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

2 garlic cloves, chopped
1 large lemongrass stem
1 small red chili, seeds removed, finely
chopped, plus extra thinly sliced chili to serve
2 tbs tamarind paste
1 large tomato, chopped
1.5L (6 cups) veal or beef stock
4 kaffir lime leaves
2 tbs fish sauce, or to taste
500g skirt steak or scotch fillet, trimmed,
thinly sliced
300g tofu, cut into 2cm cubes
1 bunch choy sum, washed, chopped
Thai basil leaves, bean sprouts and lime
wedges, to serve

1. Place garlic, lemongrass and chili and pound into
a smooth paste. Add tamarind paste, mixing well to
combine, then stir in the chopped tomato.
Set the paste aside.
2. Bring the stock to the boil in a large saucepan
over high heat. Stir spice paste and lime leaves into
the stock. Simmer over low heat for 2-3 minutes
until fragrant. Season to taste with fish sauce
and pepper.
3. Using tongs, dip beef slices in batches into the
simmering soup for 1 minute or until just cooked on
the outside. Divide beef, tofu and choy sum among
4 bowls, then ladle over the hot soup.
4. Serve with basil, bean sprouts, lime and extra chili
to add at the table.
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COLOMBIA

Leidy Evelyn Díaz Posada
Name of the course: "Early Childhood Education for Children
with Special Needs"
Participation year: 2018
"This course gave me the opportunity to live an intercultural
experience like no other. In addition to enjoying the academic
program, which was of high quality, I met excellent people,
with a great spirit of service who were very open to share
themselves and their cultures. We are still in contact today
and have created a network of past participants, and we are
applying what we learned together with the MCTC team".
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BANANA SOUP ׂ(PLANTAIN)
Leidy Evelyn Díaz Posada
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

2 or 3 green bananas
500 grams of beef or beef ribs to sweat (Optional)
1 sliced green onions
2 beef bouillon cubes
1 teaspoon of cumin
1 teaspoon of triguisar or all-purpose seasoning
1 bunch of chopped fresh cilantro
Salt and pepper to taste

Peel and cut the bananas into medium pieces.
Place beef ribs in a pot, along with the bananas, sliced onion,
the bunch of cilantro, and cover with cold water. Season
with salt and pepper.
Put the pot over medium low heat and cook for 30 minutes,
or until cooked.
Remove the banana pieces and shred them in a blender
with half a cup of the broth.
Add the mashed banana, all-purpose seasoning, cumin and
beef bouillon to the pot.
Bring mixture to a boil again, reduce heat to low and cook
slowly for 15 minutes.
Add hot water if it's too dry.
Decorate with slices of avocado and coriander.
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ECUADOR

Gabriel Alejandro Bermeo Montalvo
Course- "Startup Accelerators in the Entrepreneurial Ecosystem"
Year - 2018
Moto in life: Travel and enjoy life because you have only one!!
My best experience in Israel was to meet people from
everywhere and spend a lot of time together, learning from
each other and from the Israeli culture. It doesn't matter
where you are from if you put together people with one goal
or objective everything will be fine and you can be sure it will
be an unforgettable experience.
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ECUADORIAN CEVICHE SOUP
Gabriel Alejandro Bermeo Montalvo
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

1 Kg of shrimp boiled for 5 minutes
with a pinch of salt and onion
1/2 Kg of clams
Or any other kosher substitute
1Kg of fish fillet
2 medium onions, cut into strips
Juice of 10 oranges
Juice of 4 lemons
6 grated tomatoes
1/2 cup of sunflower oil
1 twig of cilantro
Salt and pepper

Pick the onions (put them in an abundance of salt for 20
minutes, wash them and drain them in cold water). Mix the
orange juice with the lemon juice, the grated tomatoes and
the oil. Add the salt and pepper. Add the pickled onions and
the coriander.
The fish should be cooked a few minutes with a pinch of
salt. Finally, add the shrimp, and clams a moment before
serving, to avoid damage with lemon acid and oranges.
Bon Appetite!!
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GERMANY

Maryse Pott
Year of participation: 2017
My moto for life is: Whatever will be, will be, but hard work
always pays off.
My best experience as the Intern of MCTC was the inspiring
people that I met there – both participants and staff – and to
learn about the interesting fields that they work in.
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SOURDOUGH BREAD
Maryse Pott
72 hours before: preparation of the sourdough
Mix 10 grams of wheat flower with water to a thin mash and keep it in a Tupperware box for 24 hours. Then you
add another 10 grams of wheat flour and some more water until you have a thin mash again. Wait another 24
hours. Next you add 20 grams of wheat flour and leave it for another 24 hours in the box. When you open the
box, you should see very small bubbles of foam and the smell should be a little sour. The sourdough is to be
mixed with the dough later on.
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

1 tablespoon of salt
900 ml of water
900 grams of wheat flower
430 grams of rye flour
31 grams of salt

Mix everything and eventually add more water or flour if
necessary.
Mix with sourdough and wait for 12 hours.
Put the dough into a bread tin and bake it for 45 minutes
on 210 degrees Celsius in the oven while it is covered
with a towel. After that you take the cover off and bake it
for the same amount of time and the same temperature
until the dough is ready. If you are not used to German
bread do not be surprised if the first bites taste a little bit
“unusual” - You will soon get used to it and this bread can
fill you up for hours while not being heavy ;-)
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GHANA

Irene Naa Sarbah
Name of course: Early Childhood Education, Innovative
Approach in Teaching.
Year of participation: 2016
My moto for life is: Transforming our childhood care for a
better Ghana
My best experience in Israel/MCTC/Haifa was seeing various
learning centers in kindergartens in Israel and how they
help develop the children holistically. The thing that left the
biggest impression on me was learning new ideas and skills
to innovative our kindergartens in Ghana
Today I am implementing things I have learnt by helping
other kindergarten teachers to better their class rooms and
the lives of the children they handle.
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CHICKEN PEANUT BUTTER SOUP
Irene Naa Sarbah
INGREDIENTS

PREPARATION

groundnut paste (peanut butter)
tomato pasted
chicken or meat, well spiced and steamed,
Onions, peppers, tomatoes,

1. Mix groundnut paste with a little water and tomatoes
paste, put on low heat, close the lid and simmer shortly till
you see the groundnut oil coming up.
2. steam your chicken and spice it to taste.
3. Dilute your fried groundnut paste with a little bit of water
at a time, pouring in slowly and stirring all the time so that
the sauce doesn’t separate. Once you have a smooth sauce,
pour it onto the steamed chicken on the fire.
4. wash all the vegetables and add them to the soup and
allow it to boil - allow vegetables to cook well.
5. Remove the vegetables from the soup, blend them and
add them to the soup again, then allow to boil once again
6. cook for about 20 minutes then serve
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GUATEMALA
Alejandra Castellanos Bar Av

Course: Media Strategies for Social Change, 2009
Life Motto: Be yourself and do not fear the unknown. Open up
to give and to receive, to learn something new, to be awed and
enjoy the simple things, to do good, to find common ground,
to build bridges, to renew yourself every day. Believe in G-d, in
yourself, act to achieve your dreams.
Life story: Smells and flavors from the kitchen in our home
stay with us everywhere we go. The place I call home today
is Israel. I live in the Holy Land with my husband Nir, whom
I met at MCTC. He dictated a lecture during the international
workshop I attended in 2009. It was love at first sight... If you
are a Spanish speaker, you can read about our love story on my
blog Shalom mi Amor, featured in Holaland.com, a magazine
on Israeli innovation and technology.

We have been blessed with three wonderful children. In Israel
as in Latin America, life revolves around food, so our family
has become a melting pot for culture. Our kids are Israelis who
love Moroccan cous-cous, Mexican quesadillas, El Salvador's
pupusas and Guatemala's pan de banano, which became my
favorite breakfast while I lived there.
It was the country of eternal spring that I called home when
I attended MCTC. While I was CEO of Guatemala's television
Channel 27 , a cup of coffee and "panito de banano" were my
morning source of energy. This sweet bread has been with me
since childhood. While growing up in Mexico, my dad's roots
where also present- he was born in Honduras and grew up in
El Salvador- where banana bread is an all-time favorite. So I've
brought it all the way to my Israeli home too. This is the recipe
that Daniel, Leonardo and I am sharing with you with much love.
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BANANA BREAD
Alejandra Castellanos Bar Av
INGREDIENTS

PREPARATION

1 1/2 cups of flour (whole wheat even better)
2 teaspoons of baking soda
1/2 teaspoon of salt
1/2 cup of brown sugar
2 eggs
1/2 cup of butter
2 to 3 very ripe bananas, peeled
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 teaspoon of cinnamon (my own extra ingredient)
2 eggs
1/2 cup of butter

No need for a mixer for this recipe! Clean up is easy too,
if you want, you can mix everything in one mixing bowl.
The best bananas to use are those that are over-ripe.
The yellow peels should be at least half browned, and the
bananas inside squishy and browning.
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1 Preheat the oven to 350°F (175°C), and butter/olive oil
a 4x8-inch loaf pan.
2 In a mixing bowl, mash the ripe bananas with a fork until
completely smooth. Stir the melted butter into the mashed
bananas.
3 Mix in the baking soda and salt. Stir in the sugar, beaten
egg, and vanilla extract. Mix in the flour.
4 Pour the batter into your prepared loaf pan. Bake for 50
minutes to 1 hour at 350°F (175°C), or until a tester inserted
into the center comes out clean.
5 Remove from oven and let cool in the pan for a few
minutes. Then remove the banana bread from the pan and
let cool completely before serving. Slice and serve.
(A bread knife helps to make slices that aren't crumbly.)

HAITI

Regine Charles
Name of Course: Social Entrepreneurship as a Tool for
Community Development
Year of Participation : 2017
My moto for life is : Give the best of myself for a better life, a
better community, a better society!
The thing that left the biggest impression on me was...:
Our visit in the Kibbutz in the middle of the Negev desert.
It has made me realize that nothing is impossible when there
is the real will to grow and build something positive for our
community.
Agriculture in the desert is something that seemed impossible,
but in the Negev Desert in Israel we saw that it is possible.
People would say it is a miracle but I say, it's the capacity to
see, to decide to go beyond the limits.
The opportunity to visit Israel and study in MCTC Haifa
changed my life; As a woman, it has strengthened me to be
more disciplined with myself and to achieve my dreams and
goals in life.
I will carry those days always in my heart.
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PUMPKIN SOUP WITH BEEF
Regine Charles
The Joumou soup is a traditional Haitian soup made of pumpkin, meat, usually beef, and pasta
(spaghetti or macaroni or a little of both).
This dish symbolizes rebellion and ultimately the overthrow of the French colonial powers, because according to history, slaves
were forbidden to eat soup. Thus, since January 1, 1804, the day of Haitian independence, eating this soup has remained a
tradition to celebrate Haiti Independence Day. All Haitian families prepare and share it, it represents not only freedom and
victory against oppression but also cooperation and union that was necessary to conquer this hard-won independence. This
soup has a special meaning for Haitians, however several variants of this soup is found in Caribbean and Latin American
cuisine.
It is a dish that is considered a main course and is usually eaten at lunch but can be accompanied by other dishes such as rice,
chicken pies, etc.
PREPARATION

INGREDIENTS

Start by preparing a marinade for the beef: clean the beef with
lemon and let it marinate for 30 minutes with the lime juice,
garlic, parsley, thyme, salt and pepper
Meanwhile, peel the Turban squash and cut it in half, remove
the seeds and boil for about 30 minutes so that it can be
pureed with a fork or a blender.
Then brown the beef in pieces on all sides in the pan for about
5 minutes with carrots, celery, leeks and onions.
Add the chicken broth, the pureed squash and a little water and
cook for about 35 minutes.
Finally add the pasta, potatoes and the pepper and let simmer
for about ten minutes.

1 Turban squash approximately 1.3kg
500g of beef
2 potatoes peeled and cut into large cubes
2 carrots, peeled and cut into large slices
1 sliced white leek
2 sliced onions
10 sliced cabbage leaves
3 branches of celery
3 cloves garlic minced
4 cloves
1 liter of chicken broth
200g macaroni pasta
2 tbsp olive oil
3 tbsp chopped flat parsley
Thyme
1 pepper
Juice of 2 limes
Salt
Pepper
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INDIA

Sudhir Bhatnagar
Name of Course Gender and Local governance
Year of Participation 2012
My moto for life is to prepare future leaders, who will bring
social transformation into society
My best experience in Israel/MCTC/Haifa was in 2012, when I
was attending the course on Gender and Local governance. I
met many leaders/ social professionals who are still in touch
with me. After this course I was privileged to be the convener
of shalom clubs in India for many years. I forwarded more than
20 participants/ social leaders from civil society/government/
corporations to participate in various courses in Israel. I have
setup a Teaching Learning Material Bank in India with South
Delhi Municipal Corporation in Delhi, India. I got a scholarship
of 10,000 US$ and probably this was the first Mashav grant
for such initiatives in India. I am very fortunate that Mashav
and the Government of Israel has given me this opportunity to
share my learning on a much wider scale. Today we become
the nodal agency for LEP programs with the Government of
Haryana and Madhya Pradesh. The TLM bank has become so
popular that not only teachers but children are also using it
for fun and learning.
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DAL BREAD
Sudhir Bhatnagar
INGREDIENTS
FOR PARATHA: (Stuffed Naan)

Dal - Pulse (any of it)
Wheat flour
Oil- Any edible oil
Butter/pickle/green chutney – for flavor and
get additional taste
Salt, red chili powder, Ajwain (carom seeds)

Take 2 cups of wheat flour in a bowl and add 1 cup cooked
dal, ¼ tbsp salt, a pinch of red chili powder and a pinch of
ajwain (carom seed), mix well.
Now knead the above mixture to make a soft dough.
Now divide the dough in 8-10 equal portions.
Roll each portion one by one in a round shape.
Put a pan on medium heat on the stove .
Put 1 tbsp of oil on the pan.
Now place 1 rolled portion of the dough on the pan and let
it cook till light brown on both sides.
Now the dal parantha is ready.
Take a plate and serve hot parantha with green chutney or
butter or curd or pickle

FOR DAL
Take 1 cup of any dal and soak it in 1 ½ cup
of water for 30 minutes.
Put pressure cooker on stove at medium flame.
Now take 2 tbsp of edible oil and pour in the
pressure cooker and then put soaked dal in it
and add 1 tbsp salt and mix it well.
Now close the cooker and let it cook till 2-3
whistles (approx. 10 min).
Now open the cooker and let the dal cool and
then we can serve.
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IVORY COAST
Christine Dagbo

Course Name: Social Entrepreneurship as a Tool for Community
Development
Year of participation : 2017
My moto : Always determined to advance in what I do
This course was an opportunity for us to deepen our knowledge and to
have a broader vision on the principles of creation and management
of viable and sustainable social enterprises. I learned that social
entrepreneurship can be an engine for inclusive development in any
society and also for our organizations.
My experience in Israel has shown me that everything is possible and
that it is enough to believe in our vision, and to believe in ourselves
and our capabilities.
At MCTC we were in a peaceful and welcoming center that met the
needs of each participant – we felt at home. At the center we were
met with experienced and qualified staff who listened and responded
to our needs.
Haifa is a clean and pleasant city where life is good and which has
a very mild climate and impressive landscape.
The course allowed me to widen my work and to be more precise in
my activities and within the structure of my organization.
Today I am implementing a local training program in Côte d'Ivoire for
the benefit of 200 orphans and widows in the same topics we learned
at MCTC in order to improve the well-being of our communities.
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COUNTRY STYLE FISH SOUP
Christine Dagbo
INGREDIENTS

PREPARATION

250 g of fish cut into cubes
250g of macaroni pasta
200g of green beans
250g of cabbage
1 carrot
1 onion
1 potato
2 branches of celery green
1 zucchini
2 tomatoes
1 garlic clove
2 cubes of fish broth
1.5 liters of water
Chopped basil
Chopped parsley
Olive oil
Pepper
Salt

-Peel and wash the carrots, potato (peeled), and zucchini
(unpeeled) and cut into small cubes
-Peel, wash and chop the onion and the celery stalks
-Brown the vegetables (carrot, onion, celery) over low
heat with a little olive oil. Add the fish, potato and
zucchini
-Cut the green beans into small sections
-chop the cabbage
-put everything in the pot and let brown a few minutes
-Wash and cut the tomatoes into small cubes
-chop washed basil and parsley
-Add 1.5 liters of hot water to the vegetables and add the
crushed garlic clove, then the crumbled broth cubes and
3 tablespoons parsley 3 tablespoons basil
-finally add the tomatoes and then boil everything for
about twenty minutes
-When everything is ready, season with salt and pepper
-put some pasta on a deep plate and drizzle with soup
It's a soup I like to make when I invite friends. I also
make it when I come home from a long day at work to
reenergize.

Serves: 6 people
Time of preparation: 35 to 40 minutes
Cooking time: 20 min
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KENYA
Dr. Stella Kanja

Name of Course: MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS FOR
RURAL WOMEN
Year of Participation: 2017
My moto for life is: TO BE THE CHANGE I WISH TO SEE IN THE WORLD
The thing that left the biggest impression on me was how Israel used
preventive healthcare to improve the health of their citizens. The well
organised healthcare system means that most (if not all) citizens are able
to access the healthcare they need when they need it. Since I came back
home, I have been involved in improving the preventive healthcare in our
sub-county and county and I have been sharing some of the things I learnt,
about community participation and efficiency in allocating and distributing the
available resources to benefit more people. Thank you MCTC and MASHAV
for the awesome opportunity and for inspiring me to take up the challenge
of improving the public health sector in my county.

About the recipe
Chapati is a favourite dish of many Kenyan communities. It is said to have
been brought by the Indians as roti or paratha and the recipe perfected at
the Kenyan coast before being shared with the rest.
Chapati here are eaten as a meal with various meat and vegetable stews,
and as a snack usually with tea.
There are many ways of making chapati but this recipe works best for me.
Note
The secret to good chapati lies in making the dough right and cooking at
the right temperature.
A thick heavy base pan works best, but if you don't have one, you can use
a non-stick shallow pan.
Too much cooking oil makes the chapati too greasy. Too little oil makes them
too dry and hard. The best amount is just less than a tablespoon on either
side. You will notice that if the amount of oil is just adequate, the pan is left
dry but shiny after each chapati cooks.
Chapati can be eaten cold or warmed in the microwave or on a dry pan, if
not served immediately.
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CHAPATI BREAD
Dr. Stella Kanja
INGREDIENTS
1kg wheat flour (preferrably all-purpose)
240mL (1 cup) water (You can use either water at room
temperature or just slightly warm to feel.)
1L vegetable cooking oil
1 teaspoon of butter or margarine
1 large pinch of salt
1 tablespoon of sugar
1 whole egg (optional)
PROCEDURE
Stage 1: Preparing the dough
• Sift 400g (approx. 3 heaped cups) of flour into a large mixing bowl
and rub in about 1 teaspoon of butter or margarine.
• Add the sugar, salt and water and continue mixing until all the
water is absorbed and the surface of the bowl is dry and the dough
doesn't stick to the bowl.
(If you are adding the egg, beat it thoroughly with the sugar, salt
and water in a separate bowl or cup before adding it to the flour.)
• Add about 10mL (1 tablespoon) of oil and mix in thoroughly until
all is absorbed into the flour.
• Work the dough for about 2 minutes or until it has a smooth
surface when you form a ball. At this stage, the dough stage be
medium firm when you poke your finger in it.
• Cover the dough (in the bowl) with a damp kitchen towel or
plastic wrap and make sure no part of the dough is exposed to air.
• Leave to rest for at least 30 min at room temperature. This is to
allow the gluten to rest, failure to which the dough will be elastic
and can't be rolled.
Stage 2
• After the rest period, divide the dough into small equal balls
roughly the size of a tennis ball maximum.
• Roll the ball into a flat round shape until it is about 1cm thick.
• Using a table spoon, apply oil and evenly spread it until the whole
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surface is covered but making sure it very minimal. You want to avoid the
chapati to be too oily.
• Using a small knife, make a cut from center outwards then roll the dough
to form a cone shape. Using the thumb, tuck the bottom and top making a
small cylindrical shaped dough.
• Repeat this with all balls while ensuring the dough you are not working
on is covered all the time.
Stage 3
• Take rolled dough, use your palm to press it down to form a round shape
and roll it to form a 1/2cm thick flat circle.
You need to ensure that its not too thin as it can easily tear and not too
thick to ensure its cooked through.
It is better to have at least 2 of these ready before you start the cooking.
• Preheat a thick bottomed pan on a steady medium heat. Do not put any
oil in it at this point. (The idea is to ensure the chapati does not cook too
fast or too slow.)
• Take the rolled out dough and spread onto the pan. Leave to cook until
you see it start forming bubles in the dough as the as the trapped air lifts
the dough.
• When slightly brown on the side cooking, turn it and let it cook to the
same degree on the other side.
• Spread a thin layer of oil on the top side and turn the chapati to cook on
the oiled side. Allow it to brown slightly more, while spreading oil on the
second side and repeat the process on this side.
• Remove from the pan and place on a flat dinner plate or large food bowl
lined with serviettes or baking paper. The cooked chapati should lie flat on
the plat or in the bowl.
• Cook the remaining dough using the same process.
• You can cover them immediately after cooking if serving soon or leave
them to cool and then cover if saving up for later.
• The chapatis are now ready to serve with your favourite stew or as a
snack. You can roll them up whole or cut into pieces as preferred.
Enjoy.

KYRGYZSTAN
Zhipara Abdurakhmanova

Supporting Women’s Entrepreneurship Through the Use of
Information and Communication Technologies, 2017
Motto of life: Life is beautiful!
The thing that left the biggest impression on me: How Israel,
a small country living in hard conditions with limited resources
became a highly developed country using people’s intelligence
and technologies.
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BEEF SOUP
Zhipara Abdurakhmanova
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

The recipe is for 5-6 people.
Ingredients:
Meat (beef, young mutton) - 1.5 kg. (meat should be on
the bone);
Potatoes - 3-4 pieces;
Carrots - 1 piece;
Onion - 1 piece;
Radish - 1 piece;
Tomatoes - 1 piece;
Greens to choose from (green onions, coriander, dill).

Boil the meat until soft, periodically taking off the foam
that rises. Add salt. The broth must be clear. After
boiling put a whole onion into the broth, then it should
be removed. Reduce heat and cook further on low
heat. Cut the vegetables into large pieces, add to the
broth and boil until cooked. Dice the tomato add to the
soup and cook for 10 minutes before it is ready. When
the meat is cooked, take it out, divide it into portions,
distribute it in each bowl, and fill the bowl with broth
and vegetables. Serve with finely chopped greens and
“boorsoks” or “samsa” (traditional Kyrgyz bread).
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MADAGASCAR

Annita Razanadrakoto

Name of course: Social entrepreneurship for Community Development
Year of participation : 2017
Motto: Nothing is impossible as long as there is determination and hope
My stay in Israel made me discover the nature of a social entreprises.
Also, I understood the importance of positive thought in my life. This
gave me, when I returned home, the courage to get started in the field
which gives me passion which is « the diversification of breeding » .
I'm passionate about sustainable tourism and agriculture and currently,
I'm in the testing phase of breeding one hundred ducks and pigs. In
the future, I will promote our farm in ecotourism where tourists can be
hosted locally and feed on the fresh produce from the farm; where we
can build a school and children can discover nature and agriculture.
Thank you again because the course has strengthened my passion.
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BEEF SOUP
Annita Razanadrakoto
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

1 oxtail in sections
3 onions, well chopped
6 crushed garlic cloves
1 piece of grated ginger or powder
2 cups of peanuts
6 pieces of pumpkin
1 bundle of leafy greens (optional)
2 tablespoons of oil
Water
salt

Soak the peanuts 2 hours before cooking
Heat the oil in the pot;
Add the onions and garlic and mix well
Add the tail pieces and mix well - then the salt and
cover with water;
Add grated fresh ginger or ginger powder;
Bring the soup to a boil so that the meat is well cooked
and tender,
Add the well-washed peanuts one hour before the end
of cooking, add water for a tasty broth.
Cut the pumpkin and the leafy greens and add them
to the pot
The soup is cooked as soon as the meat and peanuts
are tender, then mash the pumpkin to thicken the broth.
Serve
Accompaniment: rice
NB
We can replace the oxtail with other pieces of meat,
but the taste will be different
We serve the dish with its broth
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MEXICO

Alma Aurelia Rangel Cortes
Name of the course: Science, Technology and Care of the
Environment in Early Childhood Education
Year of participation: 2013
my best experience in Israel:
Israel is a really wonderful country in all areas cultural, social,
educational, governmental, religious life, etc. It is really beautiful.
MCTC: Being able to live at MCTC together with people from
other countries and sharing cultures, customs, and traditions
was wonderful.
The course gave me the opportunity to implement different
types of kindergartens in my region with an emphasis on the
environment by creating and preserving plots for planting fruit
trees. We started three years ago to implement a program
called "A plot in my kindergarten” which allows for tree planting
in the kindergarten surroundings.
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PUMPKIN SOUP
Alma Aurelia Rangel Cortes
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

4 Pumpkins
1 Piece of Butter
Chicken broth
Water

Grate the pumpkins. Put them on low heat with
the butter until it is cooked in its own juices, add
the chicken broth with water and cook for another
five minutes on low heat. Blend the soup to taste.
Now it is ready, it can be served with cheese,
cream or croutons.
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PANAMA

Karelia Sánchez Mundo
Name of the course: Children with special needs
Year of the course: 2016
The experience in Israel was wonderful and the knowledge
I acquired through the course allowed me to broaden my horizon
as far as the services offered in my country.
Israel is an amazing country for its history. I will always be
grateful to Mashav for the opportunity and especially to the
Israeli embassy.
Thanks to Mashav we were able to put into practice a lot of the
knowledge I learned for providing better care services.
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CHICKEN SOUP
Karelia Sánchez Mundo
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

One hen or a whole chicken minced in 8 portions
½ cup chopped onion
8 chopped cilantro leaves
Salt to taste
4 cups of yams cut into medium pieces
Oregano to taste

Season the chicken with salt, onion and cilantro. Let it
rest for a while and then place it in a pot over medium
heat and covered, so that it sweats. Do not add any type
of fat or liquid, the chicken will release its natural juices
as it is steamed.
About 20 minutes later, uncover and add water to cover
the chicken. Bring to a boil and lower the flame, and
cook over very low heat so that the broth takes the
flavor of the chicken and cilantro, around 20 minutes
more. Remember that our sancocho is characterized by
coriander, so be sure to have it on hand before starting
your preparation.
After the time is up, add the yams. Now, here comes
the difference between sancocho aguado and thick
sancocho, because it is the yams that gives it the texture,
if you like it to stay thick, then you have to wait for the
yams to fall apart.
We continue cooking the soup over low heat until it
acquires the desired consistency. When it is almost
ready, we add more cilantro and oregano.
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PARAGUAY

Rosa Mirna Larroza de Ramirez
Course: Niños y niñas con capacidades diferentes.
Year: 2015
I never really thought that I would have the privilege or rather
the blessing of visiting a country so rich in history and so
meaningful since I come from a Catholic family. I love and
deeply admire Israel, its people, and I value everything they
have done in order to succeed in becoming a model country
for others to follow. God bless and protect Israel.
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PARAGUAYAN BREAD
Rosa Mirna Larroza de Ramirez
Serves approximately 30 chipas
INGREDIENTS
250 grams of butter
3 eggs
250 grams of cheese (cheese of several days, not
fresh)
800 grams of starch
1 spoon of anise grain
3/4 cup of milk (150-200 ml)
1 1/2 tea spoon of fine salt
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DIRECTIONS
Soften the butter by beating with a fork. Add the eggs
one by one, the shredded cheese, the anise and the milk
and the salt.
Add the starch and knead until is well blended.
Take pieces of dough and assemble them into cylinders,
joining the ends to form small threads.
Put in a greased baking tray and bake them in the
preheated oven at 180º - 200ºC for 15 to 25 minutes or
until they are golden browned
(depends on the type of oven).
If it's the first time you make this bread, use only half of
the ingredients

PERU

Dora Luz Hidalgo Reategui
Name of the course: Children with Special Needs (Spanish).
Year of participation 2010 (from 04 to 28 January)
My moto is my commitment to help people who need it.
My best experience in Israel / MCTC / Haifa is about the
experiences of visiting schools for children with special needs
and discovering the love and dedication with the staff of each
kindergarten towards their work with the children. What left me
the greatest impression was the empathetic and respectful way
teachers and students relate to each other and to the people
who visit them.
The course gave me the opportunity to consolidate and
expand my knowledge to be able to apply it in my work in
schools, and in my daily life through recognition, respect and
importance of children and people with special needs. Today
I am implementing proposals of what I learned by taking and
recognizing the value of people with special needs through the
experiences I lived during my time in Israel.
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FISH SOUP
Dora Luz Hidalgo Reategui
History of the Chilcano de Pescado
El Chilcano comes from the district of Chilca - province of Cañete, located 64km south of Lima. This soup, prepared by
the inhabitants of this typical fishing village, based on heads of fish, onion, tomato, salt and pepper. It is also said that the
dish was always well received because it was economical and easy to prepare.
The Chilcano de Pescado has miraculous properties to alleviate the discomfort after a long night of partying.
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

1 kilo of fish with spine and head.
1 branch of cut celery
1 branch of cut parsley
1 branch of cut pore (leek)
1 branch of cut cilantro
1 large cut carrot
1 red onion, chopped
1 clove of chopped garlic
4 medium-sized white potatoes
cooked and cut into pieces
1 branch of chopped Chinese onion
Chili
Salt, pepper and lemon (green lime)

Instructions to prepare a delicious Chilcano de Pescado
Clean the fish well and separate the head, the backbone, the
fins and the tail. With the rest of the fish cut into medium
pieces. We will use these almost at the end of the recipe.
Put a pot with 2 liters of cold water and add the cut fish
(only the head, spine, fins and tail), red onion, garlic, carrot,
stalks of celery, cilantro, parsley and pore. Boil everything for
approximately 25 minutes.
While you are making the Chilcano you will see that a foam will
appear at the top. That foam consists of impurities that always
appear when we make any type of fish. Remove it so that the
chilcano comes out cleaner and crystalline.
After about 25 minutes, strain the Chilcano broth and add the
pieces of fish fillet that you cut at the beginning along with the
cooked potatoes. Let it cook for 5 more minutes, add salt and
pepper, but be careful because sometimes depending on the
type of fish you may need only a little salt.
There you have it, it’s ready. To serve you can accompany with
a slice of rocoto, another piece of lemon, and Chinese onion
cut into small pieces.
Bon appetit
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PHILIPPINES
Ma Theresa Nando

participants with 25 others made me a richer person with
new views on cultures.
The thing that left the biggest impression on me was the
generosity of the Israel government to share their technologies
in agriculture with my country in the topics needed. Our visit
to the Arava desert was very impressive.
Today I am implementing things I have learnt by going around
my province to share food processing among the farmers.
Many agricultural products are in the process of preservation
with the help of our experts in the region.

Name of Course - Building Sustainable Communities:
Leadership, Gender and the Environment
Year of Participation - November 30-December 17, 2015
My motto for life is – I climb my mountain one step at a time.
My best experience in Israel/MCTC/Haifa was the chance to
visit the religious places I have always read in the Holy Bible
making me feel God’s omnipresence in my earthly journey. I
was so blessed to have been given the chance to reflect the
wonder and awe of the faith I was born into. Being one of the
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SINIGANG NA BANGUS WITH SHRIMP
Ma Theresa Nando
The famous Filipino soup is best derived from the national fish called milkfish. It is best paired with shrimp.
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

2 milkfish (sliced with the desired size)
1/4 kilo shrimp (fresh)
half calamansi or lemon juice
3 pieces ripe tomato
1 onion
ginger
patis or fish sauce
salt to taste
green pepper

Prepare all the ingredients.
Put water in pot and bring to boil. Place the onion, ginger
and sliced tomatoes. Put the patis or salt and bring to
boil. When the broth is boiling, put the milkfish and the
shrimp. wait until cooked. Place the sliced radish and
wait until cooked.
For the sour taste of the sinigang, half cup calamansi or
lemon juice is added.
Served best when hot.
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SOUTH SUDAN

Theresa Venasio Loro
Position: Women Entrepreneur Development Expert
Name of Course: Empowerment of Rural Women
Year of participation: 2015
Moto in life: Education is light
I have learned a lot from the experiences in Israel and
MCTC/Haifa but one thing I am implementing today is
the business model canvas. I have trained and supported
various women groups in Juba, Nimule, Terekeka of South
Sudan on how to improve their businesses and to gain
more profits by adding value to their products and reduce
post-harvest losses through basic vegetable and spice
processing that includes packaging and linking them to
markets and supermarkets
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VEGETABLES SOUP
Theresa Venasio Loro
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

2 pieces of small onion
4 small carrots
10 pieces of green beans
1 small piece of ginger
3 pieces of garlic
3 small potatoes
2 small tomatoes
2 pieces of green pepper
1 table spoon peanut butter
half of a lemon
half a table spoon of salt
1 liter and half of water

Washing of vegetables/onion and cutting them into
cubes
Boil water with salt
Add Onions
Add Green beans
Add Carrots
Add Ginger ( allow to cook for 5 minutes)
Add tomatoes and Potatoes
Add Garlic ( allow to cook for 5 minutes)
Add Green Pepper and peanut butter ( 5minutes) ready
and remove from fire
when you need to serve add lemon for taste and flavor
The Country South Sudan/Theresa Loro and Mary Simba
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TAJIKISTAN
Yakhyaeva Farangis

Name of Course: Early childhood education for children with
special needs
Year of Participation 2017
My moto for life is "Tomorrow will be or not, enjoy every moment
of your life"
My best experience in Israel/MCTC/Haifa.The course Early
Childhood Education for Children with Special Needs gave
me the opportunity to consider more widely the problems and
ways to solve them for children with disabilities. It gave me the
chance to look at the world in a more optimistic way. Looking at
how parents and specialists work with children, as well as the

children's great desire to rehabilitate themselves and integrate
into society, I was struck and touched to the core. Each lecture
conducted by professionals, as well as the study visits we went
to where children and people with disabilities are cared for,
had a wealth of knowledge and skills that each participant in
the course could take home. I was especially impressed by Beit
Uri !!! Such a huge potential of specialists and a huge desire of
parents to help their children who are worthy of praise. I would
also like to note the tremendous support of the state, as well
as foreign donors and foundations that support people with
disabilities. Without such a colossal support, it is not easy to
achieve such tangible results.
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PUMPKIN BREAD
Yakhyaeva Farangis
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

- 500 grams of pumpkin
- 500 grams wheat flour
- 1/2 tbsp. dry yeast
- 50 grams edible oil
- 1/2 tbsp. sugar
- 100 ml of lukewarm water
- salt and pepper to taste

Grate the pumpkin, add water and all the ingredients into
the bowl and make a soft dough. Cover the bowl and
keep it in warm place. Heat oven at 200 degrees. As the
dough will rise, grease the baking tray with oil and empty
the dough from the bowl onto the tray. The dough will
stick to your hands, so grease your hands and spread
the whole dough into the tray. My baking tray is round
and large, that's why the shape of my bread is round. Its
height is approximately 20 cm. You can use any shape
trays. Put the bread into the oven until it gets golden
brown in color. The bread is ready – let it cool a bit, cut it
into pieces and put them on the plate. Bon appetite
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THAILAND
Preeda Kanghae

Name of Course: International Course on Early Childhood
Education for Children with Special Needs
Year of Participation 2017
My moto for life is: The future depends on what we do in
the present.
My best experience in Israel/MCTC/Haifa was the beauty of the
place. There was peace all around, and all of the participants
from around the world were very friendly. We were there for 3
weeks but we were like a family - we worked hard, tried hard, and
played hard in everything that we did together. Also the course
gave me the opportunity to learn and share my experiences and
I’m now working at improving special education in Thailand.
Today I am implementing things I have learnt by sharing with
other teachers who are working in special education, and by
teaching my students some of the main principles I learned
in the course.
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TOM YAM SHRIMP SOUP
Preeda Kanghae
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

12 medium-size shrimps, divided
Or any other kosher substitute
10 mushrooms
1 stalk of lemon grass (lightly pounded and cut
into 2' inches long)
3 lime leaves
1 teaspoon of salt
2 tablespoons of fishsauce
3 tablespoons of lime juice
6 hot peppers (pounded lightly)
4 cups of water
1/2 cup of roughly cut coriander leaves

Remove the shrimp shell but leave the tails (for good
appearance). Then cut open the back of each shrimp to
remove the veins. Also clean the mushrooms with water
and dry them well before cutting each mushroom into
quarters.
Bring water to a boil, then add the lemon grass, lime
leaves, and shrimps. When the shrimps turn pink, add
mushrooms and salt.
Remove the pot from heat after boiling. Then season
with fish sauce, lime juice, and hot peppers. Serve the
soup while still hot and garnish on top with pieces of
coriander leaves.
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UKRAINE

Mariia Zubarieva
Supporting Women’s Entrepreneurship Through the Use of
ICTs, in cooperation with UNECE 2017, Russian
Motto: don’t be afraid of starting new things in life!
Biggest impressions from the course – The attitude of the
State of Israel to its people and business; Also was very
impressed by the study tour to Hameshakem - a social
entrepreneurship company.
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BORSCHT
Mariia Zubarieva
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

One kg of beef with bones
1 big red beet, peeled and cut into sticks
1 onion diced
1 carrot peeled and cut into sticks
1 celery root diced
5 middle-sized potatoes diced
½ middle-sized cabbage diced
½ cup of white beans
(soaked in water for few hours)
1 sweet paper diced
1-2 tablespoon of tomato sauce
Black pepper, salt, vinegar, bay leaf,
2 teaspoons of sugar
Vegetable oil

Cover the beef with water and bring it to a boil over high
heat. Once the broth is boiled, change the water and boil
the meat again. When boiled, add beans and cook for 30
minutes on low fire.
At this time, take beets, tomato paste, sugar, a
tablespoon of vegetable oil, a tablespoon of vinegar, a
tablespoon of salt. Pay attention that all the salt is added
to the beet, so be careful not to oversalt the borsch.
At the same time, salt retains the color of borsch, so it
should be a lot of it. Add a little water and put on a slow
fire to languish for about 30 minutes. IMPORTANT: the
fire should not be strong; otherwise, the beets will lose
color.
While cooking broth and beets, prepare the vegetables.
Brown carrots and onions in in a frying pan, with
vegetable oil until half cooked.
Add browned vegetables, celery root, and potatoes to the
broth. Take out meat from the broth, remove the bones,
cut the meat into cubes and put it back to the broth.
Cook for 10 minutes and add the cabbage, sweet pepper
and spices.
When all the vegetables are cooked, add the stewed
beets 1 minute before the switch-off. Only at that point,
taste the borsch: and add salt, sugar, vinegar if needed.
Bring to a boil for a short time only, otherwise borsch will
lose its color!!!
Remove from the fire, give the borsch 1 hour to rest, and
brew. Serve with sour cream and greens.
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VIETNAM

Dr. Dinh Nguyen Trang Thu
Name of Course: Early childhood education for children with
special needs
Year of Participation: 2017
My moto for life is Try your best today for not being regret later!
What the course impressed me much is Israeli people and their
ways of thinking for people around, especially for children.
In particular, I was impressed by the women there who
representing the symbol of strengths, wisdom, and openedheart. They inspired me to believe in myself and the way of
life that I choose for the better!
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PHO - BEEF NOODLE SOUP
Dr. Dinh Nguyen Trang Thu
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

8 cups beef broth
4 cups water
1 medium yellow onion, quartered
4 cloves of garlic, roughly minced
3 whole star anise (optional if you don’t like the flavor)
3 whole cloves (talking about the spice, “cloves”)
1 (3-inch) knob of ginger, sliced into coins
1 cinnamon stick
(optional: 2 Tbsp. fish sauce)
salt and black pepper
1 package pho rice noodles
(look for the word “pho” on the package)
12 ounces steak, very thinly sliced against the grain
(I used flank steak)
Garnishes: bean sprouts, fresh cilantro, fresh ginger
slices, lime wedges, thinly-chopped green onions, thinlysliced jalapenos, Thai basil

Stir together beef broth, water, onion, garlic, star anise,
cloves, ginger, cinnamon stick (and fish sauce, if using) in
a large stockpot, and bring to a boil over high heat. Cover,
reduce heat to medium-low, and let simmer for at least
20 minutes.
Meanwhile, cook the noodles according to package
instructions. (If your package of noodles — like mine — did
not have instructions, simply bring a large pot of water to a
boil. Then cook the noodles until al dente, about 3 minutes.)
Immediately drain the noodles, and rinse with cold water
to stop the cooking. Drain and set aside.
When you are ready to serve the soup, fill the serving bowls
about halfway full with noodles. Then cover with the hot
broth, and immediately stir in the steak so that it cooks.
Top with your desired garnishes.
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ISRAEL
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ISRAELI SHAKSHUKA
Liran Pinto, Chef at MCTC
INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

10 medium ripe tomatoes, sliced
2 red peppers, sliced
1 onion, sliced
10 garlic cloves, chopped
1 hot chili pepper, chopped
8 large eggs
4 Tbsp. of olive oil
1 full Tbsp. of cumin
1 full Tbsp. of sweet paprika
1 Tsp of sugar
Salt and pepper to taste
A bunch of Cilantro (for furnishing)

1. Preheat the frying pan and add the olive oil
2. Add the garlic, and hot chili pepper and let simmer for
2 minutes.
3. Add the red peppers and the onions and continue
simmering for 5 minutes.
4. Add the sliced tomatoes with a little bit of salt,
and cover the pan to cook for 15-20 minutes until the
tomatoes have turned into a sauce
5. Add the spices and mix well.
6. Break the eggs and add each whole egg into the
cooking tomato sauce (do not mix the eggs, they should
cook whole in the sauce).
7. Cover and cook for 5-10 minutes depending on how
you like your eggs
8. Serve with chopped cilantro on top
9. Recommended to eat with bread
Bete’avon!
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MASHAV courses give participants a chance to learn from the
Israeli experience in innovative programs for socio-economic
development as well as share from their own vast professional
experience, culture and traditions.

This special edition MASHAV cookbook gives you a chance to
experience their home cooked classics. A big thanks to all our
alumni, intern and our own chef at MCTC who let us come
into their homes and publish their recipes. We hope you enjoy
"traveling" through these exotic countries and tasting home
cooking. Hava Karrie, MCTC Director

MASHAV/MCTC - Women’s Leaders Conference 2015
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